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Abstract

5G comes with requirements of much higher data rates for a digitally connected
society where billions of new devices will be added in the coming years. From
a RAN perspective, these demands will be served by an increasing number of
eNB base stations. According to some estimates, eNB base stations consume
about 80 percent of the total power of the cellular network. CPU power also
accounts for some part of the total power consumption in the eNB base station.
To keep the evolution of the 5G cellular network affordable and sustainable, it
is imperative to reduce the power consumption in base stations. While system-
level power optimization has been extensively studied, there is little research
related to robust and intelligent models that adaptively tune the CPU power
consumption related to different traffic patterns in the eNB base stations while
maintaining the desired quality of service.

In this thesis, we examine the problem of CPU power optimization in
the eNB base station and develop a data-driven solution by employing deep
reinforcement learning. We design an RL-agent using Deep Q-learning inside
Ericsson’s 3GPP-compliant eNB on x86. We present a detailed explanation of
the selection of the state space and action space that ensures a better solution for
solving the RL-problem at hand and an approach to design a reward function.
We evaluate our RL-agent on three different traffic patterns, i.e., full-buffered,
bursty traffic and assimilated traffic. The performance of our RL-agent is
benchmarked against two baseline models, i.e., maximum power of 120 Watts
and a rule-based power model.

The results show that our RL-model can learn the traffic pattern of the eNB
base station and dynamically optimize the power consumption. When compared
to the maximum power model, the RL-agent saves 33% to 37% CPU power
with the degradation of throughput for cell-edge users for bursty traffic and
assimilated traffic. However, the impact on median throughput users is little.
When compared to the rule-based power model, the RL-agent saves16% to 18%
CPU power with high throughput gain for both bursty traffic and assimilated
traffic.
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Abstract

5G kommer med krav av mycket högre överföringshastigheter utav data för en
digitalt uppkopplat samhälle där miljarder av nya enheter kommer att tillkomma
de närmsta åren. Från ett RAN perspektiv, så kommer dessa krav att betäckas
av ett ökat antal eNB basstationer. Enligt vissa uppskattningar så kommer 80
procent av den totala strömförbrukningen gå åt till eNB basstationer. CPU
förbrukning står till en viss del av den totala ström förbrukningen hos eNB bas-
stationerna. För att behålla den framtida utvecklingen av 5G mobilnätet lönsam
samt hållbart så är det ytterst nödvändigt att reducera strömförbrukningen hos
basstationerna. Optimering kring optimering på system-nivå har studerats
extensivt, men det har skett lite forskning relaterat till robusta och intelligenta
modeller som anpassar CPU förbrukning till varierande trafik mönster till eNB
basstationerna samt bibehåller en önskad kvalité.

I denna avhandling så undersöker vi problemet med CPU effektoptimering i
en eNB basstation samt utvecklar en datadriven lösning genom att använda djup
förstärkningslärande. Vi designar en RL-agent med djup Q-learing i Ericssons
3GPP-kompatibla eNB på x86. Vi presenterar en detaljerad förklaring utav valet
av tillståndsutrymme och handlingsutrymme som säkerställer en bättre lösning
för att lösa RL-agenten samt en metod för att utforma en belöningsfunktion.Vi
evaluerar RL-agenten med tre olika trafik mönster dvs full-buffered, bursty
traffic assimilated traffic. Prestandan hos RL-agenten är jämförbar mot två
grundlinje modeller, dvs maximal effekt på 120 Watt och en regelbaserad effekts
modell.

Resultaten visar att våran RL-modell kan lära sig utav trafik mönstren från
eNB basstationen och kan dynamiskt optimera strömförbrukningen. Jämfört
med den maximala effektmodellen så sparar RL-agenten 33% till 37% CPU-
effekt med degradering utav genomströmning för cellkantsanvändare bursty
traffic och assimilated traffic. Dock är påverkan av genomströmningen liten hos
den genomsnittliga användaren. Jämfört med den regelbaserade strömmodellen
sparar RL-agenten 16% till 18% CPU-effekt med hög genomströmningsförstärk-
ning för både bursty traffic och assimilated traffic.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In modern telecommunication, the number of mobile communication devices,
such as Wide-area Internet of Things (IoT), Short-range IoT, PC/tablet, Mobile
Phones, and Fixed Phones, connected to the network are increasing massively.
According to the Ericsson mobility report, the increase in these connected
devices is forecasted to be around 29 Billion [1] by the year 2022, see Figure
1.1. With 5G around the corner, these numbers are only expected to increase.
Additionally, the requirements in 5G, such as ultra-reliability, very low latency,
high data rates, and high availability impose strict Quality-of-Service (QoS)
requirements. Providing the QoS with strict requirements to the massive number
of connected devices with the already deployed ground eNB base station is a
difficult task [2] [3].

Figure 1.1: Increase in mobile communication devices, in billion, from the year
2016 to year 2022.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

To satisfy the QoS requirements in an area with high-density mobile
communication devices, the operators generally decrease the transmission range
and increase the overall number of eNB base stations [3]. However, increasing
the number of eNB base stations means that there is an increase in power
required for eNB base station operation. According to [4] [5], if we divide
the entire mobile communication infrastructure into four parts, such as User
Equipment, eNB base station, Network Control, and Core Servers, an eNB base
station consumes approximately 75 teraWatt per year, see Figure 1.2 that is
inspired from [4] [5] and originally based on ETSI RRS05-024, NSN – version
2011. That is, 80 percent of the total power consumption in a cellular network
is due to the eNB base station.

Figure 1.2: Power Consumption of Mobile Communication.

In an attempt to reduce the impact of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) on the environment, research to decrease the power consumption
in mobile communication devices has received increased attention. According
to [6], only 0.2% of the global greenhouse gas emission is from eNB base
stations. This is rather a small contribution when compared to the overall carbon
footprints of ICT [7]. However, with increasing demand for services in mobile
communication and an increase in connected devices due to the 5G launch,
significant problems in regards to the power consumption in eNB base stations
are expected in the future. Apart from decreasing power consumption to reduce
adverse environmental impact, mobile operators also want to decrease the power
consumption for economical reasons. As we said in the above paragraph in this
section, the eNB base station itself consumes approximately 80% of the total
power of the mobile communication devices and hence, reducing the power
consumption largely reduces the Operational Expenditure (OPEX) [8]. CPU
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power also accounts for some part of the total power consumption in the eNB
base station. For this thesis, we work on minimizing the CPU power of the eNB
base station.

While power optimization in the eNB base station is always desirable,
reducing the CPU power of the eNB base station may result in degradation of
key performance indicators (KPIs) like latency, coverage, number of connected
users, or throughput availability, etc. Additionally, the workload of the eNB base
station is usually unpredictable as it strongly depends on the nature of traffic or
the load with which it is serving the users. The traffic variations change the
eNB base station usage pattern and have a big impact on the eNB base station’s
power consumption [9]. Hence, statically reducing the power to optimize the
power not likely to achieve the best quality of service to the users when the
traffic pattern that the eNB base station is serving changes. Therefore, we need
a dynamic and robust power optimization analysis such that the optimization
algorithm can observe, learn, and adapt to the different traffic patterns without
degradation in QoS of KPIs.

Machine Learning (ML) algorithms are driving automation and optimization
and can tackle a wide range of problems in wireless cellular networks. One
such class of algorithms within the ML field that can be used to solve the
above-mentioned power optimization problem is Reinforcement Learning (RL).
There is two class of algorithms in ML; Supervised Learning and Reinforcement
Learning. In a supervised learning model, the algorithm focuses on learning a
function that could map the input features to output so that it can predict the
output of previously unseen data. Supervised learning requires labeled data. In
wireless cellular domain, finding a labeled data where the eNB base station has
to use an optimal power value such that it maintains the QoS of the users is
quite difficult. Also, creating such data sets for different data patterns and load
conditions is expensive and unfeasible. Additionally, the learning algorithm
only imitates a human expert instead of learning the best possible strategy. RL
methods come to the rescue here. Intuitively, RL attempts to learn actions by
trial and error. We learn the optimal strategy by sampling actions and then
observing which one leads to our desired outcome. In contrast to the supervised
approach, we learn this optimal action not from a label but from a time-delayed
label called a reward. This scalar value tells us whether the outcome of whatever
we did was good or bad. Hence, the goal of RL is to take action to maximize
reward.

For this thesis, we use deep reinforcement learning, a class of RL algorithms
in which deep neural networks are used in combination with RL. We propose an
RL based power optimization in eNB base station which dynamically reduces
the CPU power of the eNB base station at runtime from the input data it
receives from the eNB base station. In complex systems involving cellular
networks, where it is not feasible to get the behavior of the system in all
possible different conditions, RL-agent has to learn from its own experiences
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by interacting with the environment [10]. This is achieved by employing an
RL agent-based solution to solve the power optimization problem by interacting
with an environment, issuing actions and utilizing the feedback obtained from
the environment [11]. The proposed power optimization algorithm does not
require any prior information of the system or the type of traffic pattern eNB
base station is serving its users.

Through this work, we find an optimum dynamic power budget estimates
required for the operation of the eNB base station, which learns the traffic
pattern and reduces the power of the eNB base station, such that a given
set of KPIs are not compromised. By optimum power budget, we mean the
average power of the RL-model used by eNB base station for a traffic pattern
is appreciably lower than the vanilla server average power serving for the
same traffic pattern. We use a testbed, consisting of a large number of user
equipment connected to the eNB base station as RL-environment. We use the
RL framework to learn the optimal power values such that the throughput of
the users of the RL-model is maintained when compared to the non-RL-model.
Throughput is the reasonable first-order estimation for the KPIs that cannot be
compromised when an eNB base station is servicing the users.

We validate the experiments on a fully 3GPP-compliant LTE base station
implementation of Ericsson’s eNB base station software that runs on x86
hardware and Ubuntu OS. Furthermore, we test the experiments on different
types of traffic patterns like full-buffer traffic patterns, bursty traffic patterns,
and assimilated traffic patterns. The remainder of this chapter describes the
problem description that this thesis addresses, the research questions that are
of interest to this thesis report, the research methodology, contributions of this
thesis, and finally, the structure of the paper.

1.1 Motivation
As mentioned earlier, as we move towards the fifth generation of cellular mobile
communication, the number of eNB base stations is bound to evolve. In order
to keep the evolution of the fifth-generation cellular network affordable and
sustainable, there is a high need for reducing the power consumption in base
stations. For this thesis, we work on reducing the CPU power of the eNB base
station.

While power optimization in the eNB base station is always desirable,
reducing the power in the eNB base station can degrade the performance of the
eNB base station when not properly dealt with. Moreover, statically reducing
the power to optimize the power is not likely to yield the best QoS for all the
traffic pattern variations of the eNB base station. This is because the traffic
variations change the eNB base station usage pattern and have a big impact
on the eNB base station power consumption. Therefore, we need a dynamic
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and robust power optimization analysis such that the optimization algorithm has
the ability to observe, learn, and adapt to the different traffic patterns without
degradation in QoS of KPIs.

Machine Learning algorithms like Reinforcement Learning were recently
successfully used in situations where there is no possibility of evaluating the
exact behavior of the system, such as robotics for industrial automation, video
games, image-classification, or self-driving cars. However, in solving a complex
system like the eNB base station’s problems where we do not have any idea how
the performance is degraded after power has been decreased needs to be studied.

Hence, We propose an RL based power optimization in an eNB base station,
which learns a power optimization policy dynamically at runtime from the
input data it receives. We evaluate the proposed RL based power optimization
algorithm’s performance by plotting and analyzing the Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) of the throughput of all UE. The CDF of the throughput of all
the UE defines the throughput received by different users inside the cell. We
compare the RL based power optimization algorithm solution with two baseline
models; a Rule-based power model and a Maximum power model explained in
Section 5.2. The CDF describes the probability of the user throughput that takes
a value equal to or less than x, where x is the normalized throughput, presented
in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: CDF of the average throughput of all UEs

1.2 Research Question
The research questions that we study in this thesis are listed below:

• Is it possible to use reinforcement learning in a complex system like the
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eNB base station to dynamically reduce the CPU power of the eNB base
station?

• If yes, what is the trade-off between CPU power saving and throughput
degradation/gain for different users inside the cell?

1.3 Research Methodology
We start the work after an analysis of the previous research on the various
subjects like power optimization, LTE compliant eNB base station architecture,
RL framework, and previous research on similar problems. For this thesis,
we select a testbed consisting of a large number of user equipment connected
to the base station. Also, we generate different traffic patterns with which
the user equipment connects and exchanges data with the eNB base station.
Quantitative research methods are applied to collect the data that represent the
problem at hand. To investigate the applicability of RL in the base station’s
power optimization, we evaluate a software implementation of the eNB base
station. The eNB base station is a fully 3GPP-compliant LTE base station
implementation of Ericsson that runs on x86 hardware and Ubuntu OS.

Computing an RL-model takes substantial time. That is, increasing exceedingly
the number of states and the number of actions will result in extremely long
computations. Therefore, it is extremely important to choose a set of states that
represent the state of the eNB base station and also the problem at hand. Hence,
we perform a detailed analysis of the eNB base station and select a limited
number of states that are important for this thesis to represent the state variables.
For an eNB base station serving several users, throughput, and latency are the
reasonable first-order estimation for the KPIs that cannot be compromised. For
this thesis, we select throughput as the performance metrics that we would like
to improve while optimizing power. And we choose discrete power values in
between the maximum and minimum power values that a processor can handle
as the set of actions. After selecting the set of state and action variables, the
main focus from the methodological standpoint is put on the selection of the RL
algorithm. We select an algorithm that can solve the research question of this
thesis in the given frame of time.

1.4 Contribution of the Thesis
The goal of this Master Thesis to study the effect of reduced power in an eNB
base station on some important KPIs that keep the user’s QoS in communication
service. To realize the goal, we finish a series of tasks around this project. As a
result of the tasks done, the following contributions are listed:
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• Contribution 1: Setup of a testbed framework consisting of a large
number of user equipment connected to the eNB base station that runs
on x86 hardware and Ubuntu OS as an RL-environment.

• Contribution 2: Design of an RL-agent that learns to behave in the
RL-environment by performing certain actions and utilizing the rewards
received from the environment to find the optimal control policies to solve
the problem at hand.

• Contribution 3: Design of a reward function, which is a scalar function
that expresses what we want RL-agent to achieve. It optimizes the power
without affecting the KPIs of the cellular network.

• Contribution 4: Experimental evaluation of the results obtained, a
description of the limitations of the current approach, and the next steps
of the research.

1.5 Structure of this thesis
Chapter 1 describes the introduction, the problem and its context, research
questions, research methodology, and this thesis contributions. Chapter 2
and 3 provides the background necessary to understand the problem and the
specific knowledge that the reader will need to understand the rest of this
thesis. Following this Chapter 4 describes the methods, test environment,
hardware, software, and experimental design proposed in this thesis project.
The solution is analyzed and evaluated in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 offers
some conclusions and suggests future work.





Chapter 2

Background: LTE Networks

This chapter describes the important literature and concepts that are necessary
to understand this thesis. If the reader is familiar with any of the below section
or sub-section is suggested to skip. For example, sub-section 2.1 gives some
insight into the telecommunication network and its architecture. A complete
explanation of the telecommunication network is beyond the scope of the thesis
and is not necessary, but an overview of the telecommunication network and
its architecture that is necessary to understand the work is presented. We use a
tracing toolkit called Linux Trace Toolkit: next-generation (LTTng) for tracing
the eNB base station. LTTng is a software tool to trace the Linux systems and
applications, such as Ericsson’s eNB base station that is used in this thesis work.
The traces we collect from LTTng are used to derive the ”state” variables that are
necessary for RL. A brief description is presented on LTTng in sub-section 2.2.
We use the Intel’s Running Average Power Limit (RAPL) interface to provide
mechanisms to enforce the power consumption limit on x86 hardware, on which
the eNB base station is deployed. Using the RAPL interface, we can monitor,
configure, and limit the power budget for the CPU. The ”actions” from the
”action spaces” are enforced on the RL-environment using the RAPL interface
and sub-section 2.3 is dedicated to this module.

2.1 LTE Network
The high-level network architecture of Long-Term Evolution (LTE), shown in
Figure 2.1, includes three main components; User Equipment (UE), Evolved
UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN), and Evolved Packet
Core (EPC). The EPC communicates with Packet Data Networks (PDN) in
the outside world such as the internet, private corporate networks or the IP
multimedia subsystem. The interfaces that are used for communication between
the different parts of the LTE network are denoted as Uu, S1, and SGi as shown
in Figure 2.1. The EPC is also called Core Network and consists of several
nodes, such as the Mobility Management Entity (MME), the Serving Gateway

9
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(S-GW), or the Packet Data Network Gateway (P-GW). The MME constitutes
the control-panel node: It authenticates the UE and permits the UE to access the
network only if it has access. The S-GW node, which is the user-plane node,
acts as a mobility anchor when UEs move from one eNB base station to another
eNB base station. The P-GW node of EPC is directly connected to the outside
world like the internet and is responsible for providing the IP address to the UE
[12]. Unless otherwise specified, the diagrams are inspired and drawn from [13]
and also the literature part is from [13].

Figure 2.1: High-Level network architecture of LTE.

The E-UTRAN handles the radio communications between the UE and the
EPC. In LTE, E-UTRAM has only one type of node called eNodeB or eNB
base station. The eNB base station is connected with the EPC using the S1
interface. The inter-communication between the eNB base station is done using
the X2-interface, which is mainly used for signaling and packet forwarding
during handover [12]. According to [14], UE in LTE can communicate with
one eNB base station at a time and eNB base station has the following two main
functions:

• The eNB base station transmits and receives radio transmission signals
using the signal processing functions of the Uu interface.

• The eNB base station controls the low-level operation of all its serving
UEs, by transmitting them signalling messages such as handover commands.

2.1.1 LTE Radio Protocol Architecture
The LTE radio protocol architecture is divided into control plane architecture
and user plane architecture as shown in Figure 2.2, which is drawn from the
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inspiration of [13].

Figure 2.2: Network Layer architecture of LTE.

The application at the User Plane side creates the Data Packets that are
processed by Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), User Datagram Protocol
(UDP), and Internet Protocol (IP) protocols. In Control Plane side, Radio
Resource Control (RRC) protocols writes the signaling messages that are
exchanged between the eNB base station and UE. In both the user plane side and
the control plane side, the information is processed by different protocols such
as Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP), the Radio Link Control (RLC)
protocol, and the Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol before sending to
the physical layer for transmission.

As explained in the above paragraph, PDCP, RLC, and MAC layer are the
user plane protocol stack that is present in between the eNB base station and the
UE. On the user plane, the packets in the EPC are encapsulated in a specific EPC
protocol and tunneled between the P-GW and the eNB base station. Depending
on the interface, different tunneling protocols are used. For instance, GPRS
Tunneling Protocol (GTP) is used on the S1 interface between the eNB base
station and S-GW and the S5/S8 interface between the S-GW and P-GW. Figure
2.3 below shows the different interfaces and the protocol stack of the user plane
in between UE and EPC. When a layer receives a packet from another layer, it
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is called a Service Data Unit (SDU) and the packet sent out of the layer is called
a Protocol Data Unit (PDU). Further, IP packets at the user-plane flow from top
to bottom layers.

Figure 2.3: User plane protocol stack between UE and EPC and their interfaces
for communication.

When it comes to the control-plane, it includes additionally the Radio
Resource Control layer (RRC), which is responsible for configuring the lower
layers. The Control Plane handles radio-specific functionality depending on the
idle or connected state of the UE. The control plane protocol stack between the
UE and MME is shown in Figure 2.4 below, which is drawn from the inspiration
of [13].

Figure 2.4: Control plane protocol stack between UE and EPC and their
interfaces for communication.

2.1.2 LTE Protocol Stack Layers
We have seen the LTE protocol stack layers in the above sub-section and this
sub-section presents the description in detail about the layers available in the
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eNB base station Protocol Stack. A detailed diagram of the LTE protocol stack
available in LTE eNB base station is given in Figure [?]

Figure 2.5: LTE Protocol Stack Layers of a eNB base station.

Physical Layer: The Physical Layer carries all information from the
MAC transport channels over the air interface. It is also responsible for link
adaptation, cell searching during initial synchronization and handover, and
power control.

Medium Access Layer (MAC): This layer is responsible for multiplexing
the MAC SDUs from different logical channels onto transport blocks to be
delivered to the physical layer on transport channels and vice versa. It also
schedules the information reporting, Error correction through HARQ, Priority
handling between UEs using dynamic scheduling, Priority handling between
logical channels of one UE, and Logical Channel prioritization.

Radio Link Control (RLC): It operates in 3 modes: Transparent Mode,
Unacknowledged Mode, and Acknowledged Mode. It transfers the upper layer
PDUs, performs correction of errors through ARQ for AM data transfer, and
segmentation and reassembly of RLC SDUs for UM and AM data transfer. It is
also responsible for re-segmentation of RLC data PDUs for AM data transfer,
reordering of RLC data PDUs for UM and AM data transfer, duplicate detection
for UM and AM data transfer, RLC SDU discards for UM and AM data transfer,
RLC re-establishment, and protocol error detection for AM data transfer.

Radio Resource Control (RRC): It is responsible for broadcasting the
System Information related to the non-access stratum (NAS) and access stratum
(AS), Paging, maintenance and release of an RRC connection between the
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UE and eNB base station, security functions including key management, and
maintenance and release of point to point Radio Bearers.

Packet Data Convergence Control (PDCP): The PDCP layer is responsible
for header compression and decompression of IP data, transfer of user plane
or control plane data, maintenance of PDCP Sequence Numbers, in-sequence
delivery of upper layer PDUs at re-establishment of lower layers, duplicate
elimination of lower layer SDUs at re-establishment of lower layers for radio
bearers mapped on RLC AM, ciphering and deciphering of user plane data and
control plane data, integrity protection and integrity verification of control plane
data, timer-based discard, discarding the duplicate messages.

Non Access Stratum (NAS) Protocols: It forms the highest stratum of
the control plane between the UE and the MME. NAS protocols support the
mobility of the UE and the session management procedures to establish and
maintain IP connectivity between the UE and a PDN GW.

In an eNB base station, the data packets received by a layer are called
Service Data Units (SDUs) while the packet output of a layer is referred to
by the Protocol Data Unit (PDU). The data flow from one layer to another in the
eNB base station as explained below:

• The IP Layer submits PDCP SDUs (IP Packets) to the PDCP layer. The
PDCP layer does header compression and adds PDCP header to these
PDCP SDUs. The PDCP Layer submits PDCP PDUs (RLC SDUs) to the
RLC layer.

• The RLC layer does segmentation of these SDUS to make the RLC PDUs
and then adds header based on RLC mode of operation. Finally, RLC
submits these RLC PDUs (MAC SDUs) to the MAC layer.

• The MAC layer adds header and does padding to fit this MAC SDU in a
transmission time interval (TTI). The MAC layer submits MAC PDU to
the physical layer for transmitting it onto the physical channels.

• The Physical channel transmits this data into slots of sub frame.

2.2 LTTng Tracing
LTTng stands for Linux Trace Toolkit: next generation, which is a modern
toolkit for tracing Linux kernel, user applications, and user libraries at the same
time. We use LTTng in live mode for tracing the Ericsson’s eNB base station
that is used in this thesis work. The traces are used to derive the ”state” variables
that are necessary for RL. The content for this section is taken from the official
documentation of LTTng [15].

According to LTTng documentation, tracing is defined as a technique
that is used to understand what goes on in a running software system. The
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software used for this purpose is called a tracer. Tracers are designed
to record lower-level events that occur much more frequently, often in the
range of tens to thousands per second, with very little execution overhead.
LTTng documentation compares the tracer with a tape recorder. Specific
instrumentation points are placed in the software source code generate events
that are saved on a giant tape: a trace file. In the LTTng 2.10 version, LTTng
also provides live mode, where the generated trace events can be accessed
in real-time. With the possibility of tracing the user applications and the
operating systems at the same time, we can resolve a wide range of problems
that would otherwise be extremely challenging. The saved trace file or the real-
time trace events contains the list of events that can be read manually for the
maximum level of detail. However, there are specialized analyzers and software
tools, called Trace viewers, designed to perform application-specific analyses to
produce reduced statistics and graphs that are useful to resolve a given problem
[15].

To trace any user application in live mode, such as a eNB base station that is
used in this thesis, follow the below steps:

• Start an LTTng session daemon, which is responsible for managing
tracing sessions and for controlling the various components of LTTng.

• List the tracepoints available that can be traced inside a user application,
such as eNB base station.

• Create a tracing session, which is a stateful dialogue between you and
a session daemon. Anything that you do when you control LTTng
tracers happens within a tracing session. In particular, a tracing session
has it’s own name; has it’s own set of trace files; has its own state of
activity (started or stopped); has its own mode (local, network streaming,
snapshot, or live); and has its own channels which have their own event
rules. For this thesis, we used LTTng in live mode.

• Create an event rule, which is a set of conditions that must be satisfied for
LTTng to record a happening event. We set the condition when we create
the event rule. For example, the condition that can be used for a eNB base
station application is whether the fields of the event’s payload satisfy a
filter expression.

• We start tracing. We can launch the eNB base station, the user application
that we intend to trace before or after we start the tracer. The tracers only
record the events if they pass enabled event rules and if they occur while
the tracers are started.

• We then stop the tracing and quit the tracing session.
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Once we complete the tracing of the eNB base station we can inspect the
recorded events. In this thesis, to convert the traces of the eNB base station
LTTng traces, we use a software tool called ”babeltrace”, which is a command-
line tool that converts trace formats to basic text output; it supports the format
that LTTng produces, Common Trace Format (CTF).

2.3 RAPL Interfaces
Intel’s Running Average Power Limit (RAPL) provides a set of hardware
counters and I/O models that provide information related to the energy and
power consumption of the processor. It also allows the users to change the power
limits and then tunes the processor behavior to respect that limit. RAPL is not an
analog power meter, but rather uses a software power model, which estimates
the energy or power usage. RAPL is available only in recent Sandy Bridge
and later Intel processors that provide an interface to Model-Specific Registers
(MSRs). MSRs are a set of control registers in the x86 instruction set used for
debugging, program execution tracing, computer performance monitoring, and
toggling certain CPU features. Furthermore, they contain estimates of power
and energy consumption for up-to four power planes or domains of a machine
[16] [17]. The architecture of the power plane can be found below in Figure 2.6,
which is drawn from the inspiration of [18].

Figure 2.6: Power planes or Domains of a Intel’s processor machine.

The Intel’s processor has one or more packages (PP0 + PP1). The client
processors (e.g. Core i3/i5/i7) have one package, whereas the server processors
(e.g. Xeon) typically have two or more packages. Each package is made up
of multiple cores and each core typically has hyper-threading, which means it
contains two logical CPUs. L3 cache, memory controller, and the integrated
GPU (clients only) are present outside the cores package and are called
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uncore or system agent. Further, RAM is not part of the processor. RAPL
provides a way to set power limits on the above-explained power packages
and DRAM. We can dynamically monitor Power Control Units (PCUs) to get
the power consumption information and set the power limits based on the
use and workloads. There may be a situation where the processor encounters
multiple bursts of heavy workloads and causes the ambient temperature to rise,
eventually causing the power to fluctuate. Hence, one uniform power limit
can’t be enforced. To complement this, RAPL provides a way to set short term
and longer-term averaging windows for power limits. These window sizes and
power limits can be adjusted dynamically.





Chapter 3

Background: Deep Reinforcement
Learning

Deep Reinforcement Learning combines the traditional Reinforcement Learning
(RL) with Deep Neural Network function approximators. This Chapter ??
is divided into three sections, where the first section 3.1 gives background
information about traditional RL and section 3.2 gives background information
about Artificial Neural Networks. Finally, section 3.3 explains the details of
deep neural network function approximation for RL.

3.1 Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement Learning [19] is an area in machine learning that describes how
a software agent learns to behave through trial-and-error interactions with a
given environment to maximize some form of cumulative reward. According
to Gaskett et al. [20], reinforcement learning is described as: ”Reinforcement
learning lies between the extremes of supervised learning, where the policy is
taught by an expert, and unsupervised learning, where no feedback is given
and the task is to find structure in data.” The general architecture of the
reinforcement learning algorithm is represented in Figure 3.1 below.

The ingredients used to understand the concept of reinforcement learning
are agents, environments, states, actions, and rewards, which are presented in
the Figure [?] and explained in detail below.

• Agent: In reinforcement learning, the agent is the component that
executes an action from the available set of actions.

• Environment: Environment is the world through which the agent interacts
with.

In a robot, for example, the agent is a specific program running on the
robot’s CPU that decides on what action to take. Whereas, all the physical

19
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Figure 3.1: Representation of Reinforcement Learning algorithm.

body parts of the robot such as motors, relays, etc. comes under an
environment in RL terms.

• State: The state is a list of values or features that represent the environment
to the agent in such a way that enough information is presented to the
agent to solve the problem we are planning to solve.

• Action: An action represents the change (of parameters or state) that the
agent applies to the environment to achieve his goal of maximizing the
given notion of reward.

• Reward: A reward is a multi-objective scalar function by which we
measure the success or failure of an agent’s actions.

For example, if moving the robot from one place to another is the goal
or problem at hand, all the features representing the current position of
the robot are called state. The action can be moving forward from the
available set of actions, which could be forward, backward, left, and right.
Further, the reward could be a function that outputs a numerical value
when an agent applies to action on the environment. The reward could be
positive if it is behaving the way we want, moving forward in this case or
negative if the robot moving in backward or sideways.

In addition to the above-mentioned ingredients, we also have discount
factor, which is a parameter that describes how high or low the future rewards
are valued. In particular, it determines how short or farsighted the agent acts.
It is intuitive interpretation as a measure of uncertainty about the future. This
discount factor is multiplied to the future rewards as predicted by the agent to
dampen the reward’s effect on the agent’s choice of action. This is because it
makes the future rewards worth less than immediate rewards; i.e. it enforces a
kind of short-term hedonism in the agent. The discount factor is expressed as
γ. Then there is something called policy, which is a strategy that the RL-agent
employs to determine the next action based on the current state. It maps states to
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actions, the actions that promise the highest cumulative reward. It is expressed
as π. The goal of the RL is to derive a function or policy

π(st) = at

3.1.1 Markov Decision Process
An important assumption regarding the states in an RL problem is that they are
often assumed to have the Markov property. At each discrete time step t, only
current state and current action, st and at, are responsible for the environment
response at time t+1, but not the history of states, actions, and rewards. In
simple words, the future is independent of the past, given the present[21]:

P[st+1 = s′,rt+1 = r|st ,at ] = P[st+1 = s′,rt+1 = r|st ,at ,rt , ....,r1,s0,a0]

An RL task that satisfies the above mentioned Markov property is called a
Markov decision process (MDP). It means that the RL task has an environment
in which all states are Markov. An MDP is a tuple defined by ¡S, A, P, R, γ¿,
where

• S: Set of states s

• A: Set of actions a

• P: State transition probability matrix

• R: Reward function

• γ: Discount factor

For a given state s and action a, the state transition probability P a
ss’ of an

MDP defines transition probabilities from all states s to all successor states s’
as:

P a
ss’ = P[st+1 = s′|st = s,at = a]

The reward function R a
ss’, outputs the expected value of the next reward for

a state s, an action a and a follow-up state s’ as:

R a
ss’ = E[rt+1|st = s,at = a,st+1 = s′]

γis a discount factor such that γbelongs to [0, 1]. A value of γclose to 1 is
inclined towards favoring the reward in the long term, while γclose to 0 affects
the very next reward values.
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3.1.2 Greedy Policy
The main issue with learning behavioral policies in domains such as cellular
systems that are unknown at first is that efficiently bringing the RL agent from
a tabula-rasa state to a condition where the RL agent is acting as close to
optimality as possible. Tabula-rasa is the stage of the RL agent where it does
not know the state of the RL environment. Now, the RL agent has to efficiently
learn about the RL environment as much as possible. To learn as much as
possible, the RL agent has to explore the RL environment. However, the RL
agent only explore the RL environment is never beneficial, it has to exploit
whatever it has learned. This notion is also called as regret minimization and
closely related to the tradeoff between exploration of the RL environment and
exploitation of the accumulated knowledge so far. In exploration, the RL agent
takes a random action to sample the previously unseen parts of the state-action
space. In exploitation, the RL agent sticks to the best of the state-action pair that
it has discovered until now.

An RL agent that has no information or data about the RL environment. It
needs to explore the RL environment by applying random actions and gather
informative data, which can be used to solve the problem at hand. In doing so,
we can come up with a policy, encoding the knowledge accumulated so far, via
a credit assignment algorithm. After some time, the RL agent will eventually
move from a situation where it is mostly exploring the RL environment to
a situation where it is mostly exploiting the accumulated knowledge. This
transition from an exploration strategy to an exploitation strategy is referred
to as epsilon-greedy.

Epsilon-greedy policy: In the epsilon-greedy policy, the RL agent will take
a random action with probability εand policy action with a probability 1-ε. We
can use some variations of epsilon-greedy policy to make the learning fast. For
example, after a certain period when we believe that the RL agent has good
knowledge of the environment, we can keep ε= 0 as there is no real need to
continue exploring. In other variation, the value of εis gradually reduced from
the initial εmax to a final εmin over a predefined number of actions [19].

3.1.3 Reward Function
The goal in RL for solving the problem at hand is to maximize the total amount
of rewards that are generated from the RL-environment while applying the state-
action pair. The goal is not to maximize the immediate reward, but maximizing
the cumulative reward in the future. Hence, designing a reward function in such
a way that it solves the problem at hand is an important part of the reinforcement
learning [19].

The designed reward function must reward the agent to achieve the end goal
in the right way. Achieving the end goal the right way may be trickier than one
thinks. The designed reward function may maximize the reward, but this does
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not mean that the RL agent is doing what the designer wants it to do. There are
numerous examples where the designed reward function failed in doing what
the designer intended it to do. This is called a cobra effect and an example
of such failure is explained in a master thesis report of [22]. In [22], RL is
used on a robot arm to pick up a block and move it as far away as possible,
that is, to stretch the arm and put the block down. The reward function was
designed in such a way that the agent gets a reward if it places the block far
away from the robot arm’s base. The designer intended that the robot will learn
to lift the block and moves its arm as far away as possible and places the block
down. However, the RL agent learned to maximize the reward by hitting the
block as hard as it could and shooting it as far away as possible. The RL agent
was rewarded higher because the block was thrown much farther. In this case,
the reward function maximized the reward but did not achieve the goal of the
designer. This proves how vital it is to design the reward function such that it
solves the problem in hand in an RL. The reward function is a way to tell the
agent precisely what you want to achieve and not how you want to achieve it.

3.1.4 Value Functions
The state-value function Vπ(s) of an markov decision process is the expected
return from state s and then following the policy π:

V π(s) = Eπ [Rt |st = s]

For the above equation, we can say that state-value function corresponds to
the long-term value of a state s. Similarly, the action-value function Qπ(s, a)
defines the value of applying an action a for an RL environment that is in state
s following the policy π:

Qπ(s,a) = Eπ [Rt |st = s,at = a]

The Bellman expectation equations describe how the state-value function
and action-value function can be decomposed into immediate reward Rt+1 and a
discounted value of the successor state γVπ(st+1) and γQπ(st+1, at+1):

V π(s) = Eπ [rt+1 + γV π(st+1)|st = s]

Qπ(s,a) = Eπ [rt+1 + γQπ(st+1,at+1)|st = s,at = a]

There is one problem in reinforcement learning, which is to find the policy
that achieves the highest return. A policy that yields an expected return greater
than or equal to that of all other policies π’ for all states is called optimal policy
Ψ*. In a given framework, there always exists a minimum of one optimal policy
that is better than or equal to the rest of the policies.

π
∗ ≥ π,∀π
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All optimal policies achieve the optimal state-value function and action-
value function:

V π∗(s) =V ∗(s)

Qπ∗(s,a) = Q∗(s,a)

The optimal state-value function V*(s) is the maximum value function over
all policies for all states s ∈ S:

V ∗(s) = max
π

V π(s)

Similarly, the optimal action-value function Q*(s, a) is the maximum action-
value function over all policies for all states s ∈ S and all action a ∈ A(s):

Q∗(s,a) = max
π

Qπ(s,a)

The optimal state-value function and the optimal action-value function are
related by the Bellman optimality equations:

V ∗(s) = max
a

Q∗(s,a)

Q∗(s,a) = E[rt+1 + γV ∗(st+1)|st = s,at = a]

Q∗(s,a) = E[rt+1 + γmax
a′

Q∗(st+1,a′)|st = s,at = a]

If Q*(s, a) is known, the optimal policy π*(a|s) is described as the action
which maximizes Q*(s, a):

π
*(a|s) =

{
1 if a = argmaxa∈AQ*(s,a)
0 otherwise

3.1.5 Q-Learning
Q-learning is one of the most popular algorithms in RL literature [23]. Q-
learning goal is to learn an action-value function, which is also called as Q-
function, that gives the expected utility of taking an action a in a given state s
and following the policy (π) afterward. After such a function has been learned,
the policy can be derived from the learned function by evaluating the Q-function
for every action and then choosing the action that gives the highest Q-value. The
Q-function for a given policy (π) is defined as:

Qπ(s,a) = E[
inf

∑
t=0

γ
tr(st ,π(st))|s0 = s,a0 = a]

Over time, the discount factor (γ) causes the value of the reward to decay
exponentially indicating the preference for immediate rewards while making
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the sum of rewards is finite. That is, Q-function learns to predict the expected
cumulative discounted reward from taking action a in state s and following the
policy π- afterwards.

When the RL agent explores the RL environment by applying random action
from the set of available actions and receive the rewards, the RL agent collects
and stores the transitions (st, at, rt+1, st+1) in a growing batch. From the stored
batch of transitions, a training sequence of input-output pairs is formed and
used to learn the Q-function. The input is represented by state-action pairs (s;
a), while the output is represented by the Q-function expressed as:

Q(st ,at) = Q(st ,at)+α[rt+1 + γ ∗maxaQ(st+1,a)−Q(st ,at)]

The algorithm for Q-learning is shown in Algorithm 1 below:

Algorithm 1 Q-Learning [19]
Algorithm parameters: step size α ∈ (0,1], small epsilon > 0
Initialize Q(s,a), for all s ∈ S+,a ∈ A(s), arbitrarily except that Q(terminal, ·) =
0
foreach episode do

Initialize S
foreach step of episode do

Choose A from S using policy derived from Q (e.g., ε-greedy)
Take action A, observe R, S′

Q(S,A)← Q(S,A)+α[R+ γ maxa Q(S′,a)−Q(S,A)]
S← S′

end
end

3.2 Artificial Neural Networks
An artificial neural network mimics the functioning of the human brain consists
of several computational units called neurons. They are the simple processing
units that receive a set of inputs and produce an output [24]. The produced
outputs of each neuron can be either be an input for other neurons or output of
the total neural network. Typically, the output is calculated using the weighted
sum of the inputs. Figure 3.2 shows an architecture of a basic model called
perceptron, introduced by Rosenblatt [25], which consists of a single neuron
that computes the weighted sums of the input features (and the bias). The
output of the weighted sums of the input features is passed through a activation
function. A simple activation function that is used in the perceptron model is a
step function.

The weights are randomly initialized and updated during every training step
after observing each training sample as explained below:
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Figure 3.2: Perceptron: a basic neural network model consisting of one neuron.

• The neuron of the perceptron model first calculates the weighted sum of
the inputs as

n

∑
i=0

w[i]∗ x[i]

where x[i] is the input associated with ith input, w[i] is the weight
associated with ith weight. In particular, the weight w[0] is associated
with bias, x[0] = 1.

• The weighted sum is passed as a input to an activation function Ψ,
which is the output of a single neuron Ŷ. The activation function for the
perceptron model is a simple step function, which produces the output as
given below:

Ψ(x) =

{
0 if n < 1
1 if n >= 1

• The error Δis computed by comparing the actual target (Y) with the with
predicted target Ŷ, that is Δ= Y-Ŷ.

• Each weighs of the corresponding input is updated proportionally to the
error value.

The above-explained steps for updating the weights of the neural network
is a rather simple explanation and a detailed explanation is given under Section
3.2.1, Training an Artificial Neural Network.

A single neuron cannot solve the complex non-linear problems and so they
are arranged in layers. A single-layer network consists of an input and output
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layer, whereas in the multi-layer network the output of one neuron is used
as input to another neuron. In a multi-layer network, the layers that are in
between the input layer and output layer are called hidden layers. In deep neural
networks, the hidden layers can range from one to many. Figure 3.3 below,
shows a multi-layer neural network with 1 input layer, 2 hidden layers, and 1
output layer. The output of the first hidden layer given as input to the second
hidden layer and output of the second hidden layer is given as input to the output
layer.

Figure 3.3: A multi-layer network with input layer, 2 hidden layers, and output
layer.

The activation function explained above in the perceptron model is a simple
step function. There are many more nonlinear activation functions that could
solve non-linear problems. Common nonlinear activation functions include
sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU), and Leaky ReLU
(LReLU). If a reader is interested to know more about why activation functions
are used, how each of the activation functions is different from one another, and
how they help in realizing the complex nonlinear problem solution, they can
refer [26] for the detailed information. The functions of the specified activation
functions and their curve natures can be seen below in Figure 3.4.

sigmoid(x) =
1

1+ e−x

F(x) = tanh(x)

ReLU(x) = max(0,x) =

{
x for x > 0
0 otherwise

LReLU(x) = max(ax,x) =

{
x for x > 0
ax otherwise, where a is a small constant
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Figure 3.4: Commonly used activation functions include the sigmoid,
hyperbolic tangent, ReLU, and LReLU.

3.2.1 Training an Artificial Neural Network
Neural Networks employ supervised learning for training using the training
data, which consists of a set of input data and their corresponding targets. The
most commonly used supervised learning algorithm uses a gradient descent
algorithm to minimize the error in the output of the network. The error can
be found by summing the squared differences between the actual output/target
values Y and predicted output Ŷ of the network:

E =
1
2

m

∑
i=1

(Yi− Ŷi)
2

To update a weight wij, which is a weigh that belongs to ith input and the jth

output, we find the partial derivative of the error with respect to the weight:

∆wi j =−η
∂E

∂δwi j

or

wi j(next) = wi j(current)−η
∂E

∂δwi j

where ηis called as learning rate, which is an important hyperparameter that
controls the amount of weight updating at each training step [27].

If the learning rate is too small, the learning rate is very slow and takes a long
time to converge. On the other hand, if the learning rate is too large, the gradient
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descent algorithm oscillates or diverges and may never converge. This suggests
that we need to select an optimal learning rate (ηopt) for the convergence of the
algorithm. The behavior explaining this effect is shown in Figure 3.5 below.

Figure 3.5: Behavior of learning rate ηon gradient descent convergence.

Updating the weights to decrease the error function is also called backpropagation.
In this example, we use a gradient descent optimization algorithm to minimize
the error function concerning the weights. The error function is also called
loss function. There are different types of loss functions that can be used in
a neural network are Mean Squared Error (MSE), Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE), cross-entropy, and more [28] [29] [30]. To know the difference
between different loss functions, advantages and disadvantages of using in
particular situation, the readers are requested to look at [28] [29] [30]. Given the
predicted output Ŷ and true output Y, the specified loss functions can be found
as below:

MSE =
n

∑
i=1

(
(Yi− Ŷi)

n
)2

RMSE =

√
n

∑
i=1

(
(Yi− Ŷi)

n
)2

Eentropy =−
N

∑
n

c

∑
k

Y n
k lnŶ n

i

Additionally, neural networks employ different optimization algorithms to
minimize the error functions or the loss function gradient descent and its variants
such as batch gradient descent, stochastic gradient descent, and mini-batch
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gradient descent. Alternatives also include Adaptive Gradient Algorithm (ADA-
grad), Root Mean Square Propagation (RMS-prop), and Adaptive Moment
Estimation (Adam). To know more about the optimizing algorithms such as
its advantages and disadvantages, the readers are requested to refer [31] [32]
[33] [34].

The above-explained training method is called backpropagation training. It
involves three steps such as forward pass, backward pass, and weights update.
The forward pass is predicting the target of the neural network for the given
inputs. In the backward pass, the updates of the weights are computed based on
the difference between the predicted and actual output of the network. Finally,
the calculated weight updates in the backward pass are updated.

3.2.2 Improving the Training of an Artificial Neural Network
Like all the machine learning techniques suffer from the problem of overfitting,
neural networks too can be affected by overfitting [31]. Overfitting means the
trained neural network performs well only on the training data and perform
poorly on previously unseen data. We can tackle the overfitting and make the
neural network generalize perform well to previously unseen data by employing
regularization techniques [35] [31]. Some of the popular regularization techniques
used are given below:

• Weight Decay: Decrease the complexity of the model by limiting the
magnitude of the weights by applying weight decay. In weight decay, a
penalty term or a regularization factor is added to the error function. This
employs a high penalization for larger weights and low penalization for
smaller weights. L1 and L2 that are presented below are the two forms
of regularization. Both L1 and L2 regularization outputs lower weights,
which prevents the model from overfitting.

ErrorL1 = Error+λ ∑
i=1
|wi|

ErrorL2 = Error+λ ∑
i=1

w2
i

where λis a regularization parameter that determines how the weights are
to be penalized. It is a hyperparameter that needs to be determined to find
the optimal λ- by using a method called cross-validation. In both L1 and
L2 regularization, a weight-dependent regularization term is added to the
regular error function.

• Dropout: Dropout refers to the shutting-down of some of the neurons,
which are chosen at random during the training of ANN. shutting-down
means that neurons are not considered during a particular forward or
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backward pass. For dropping-out, both visible (input) layer neurons and
hidden layer neurons are considered and output layer neurons are never
dropped-out. In particular, at each training step, each neuron of the
network is dropped with probability 1-p or kept with probability p. While
testing, all the neurons are kept active, but reduced by a factor of p to
account for the dropped neurons during training.

• Early Stopping: In early stopping, we stop the learning of the ANN
before the error on the training dataset reaches a minimum. To employ
early stopping, we can use cross validation, where the entire dataset is
divided into a training set, validation set, and test set. The training on the
training set continues as long as the error on the validation set decreases.
when the validation error starts to increase, the training is stopped.

In a neural network, because of the nonlinear activation functions, there is
a possibility that the algorithm may be stuck in a local minimum instead of a
global minimum. This can be countered by proper initialization of weights.
With proper initialization, the speed of the convergence of the gradient descent
can also be increased. Generally, we initialize the weights to small random
values that are different from each other. If we initialize all the weights to
the same value, this may not break the symmetry issue. For example, during
forwarding propagation, each hidden unit gets the sum of inputs multiplied by
the corresponding weight. If weights are the same and inputs also the same,
all units in the hidden layer will be the same too. This is a symmetry issue
and we should initialize weights randomly with different values to break this
symmetry issue. Recently developed weight initialization techniques include
He initialization, Xavier initialization [36] [37].

3.3 Reinforcement Learning with Neural Networks
For small problems with a limited number of state or action space, it is
reasonable to maintain the estimated values of Q*(s, a) in a look up table with
entry to every state-action pair. However, for solving the problem with a large
number of action spaces or continuous state spaces, it is not feasible to use a
lookup table to store entry for each state-action pair due to time and memory
constraints. To overcome this shortcoming, we can use a new approach based
on the features of each state. We can use these features to produce a good
estimate of the action-value function from a limited subset of the state-action
space. We refer to this as estimation because this new approach will never find
the true value of a state, but an approximation of it. Even though the new
approach doesn’t find the true values of the state and this may seem that it
gives inconvenient results, this new approach will achieve faster computation
and much more generalizations. To implement this new approach, the value
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function can be estimated with a Function Approximators [38]. The popular
function approximators are linear combinations of features, neural networks,
decision trees, and nearest neighbor. In this thesis, we have used artificial neural
networks due to their ability to approximate non-linear functions.

Using artificial neural networks for the function approximation of the action-
value function, we can represent the value function for a higher number of state
space and also continuous state space. The use of deep neural networks as value
functions has an advantage of good generalization as ANNs perform global
approximation. An architecture of ANN used for value function approximation
is shown in 3.6 below. The shown neural network takes current state st and
current action at as input and outputs the approximated action-value function Q.
To select the action at that gives the highest action-value when RL environment
is in state st, that is (st, st) has to be computed through the forward-pass of the
given neural network for each of the available actions.

Figure 3.6: Artificial Neural Networks for the Approximation of the Action-
Value Function.

3.3.1 Deep Q-Networks (DQN)
With the tremendous success of neural networks in computer vision, [39]
proposed an innovative approach of using neural networks as function approxim-
ators for the value function in solving RL problems. The proposed new network
is called as Deep Q-Networks (DQN), which is a deep convolutional network
trained with a variant of Q-learning. The problem with traditional Q-learning
is that we need to handpick the features to represent the state space of the
RL environment. This can be solved using DQN networks, where the deep
convolutional networks enable to train the network directly on high-dimensional
raw video data. The newly developed DQN networks were tested on Atari
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2600 games from the Arcade Learning Environment (ALE) [40] and the trained
agent outperforms all the previous reinforcement learning approaches and even
human players on some of the games. The DQN algorithm is presented below
in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Deep Q-Network with experience reply [39]
Initialize replay memory D
Initialize the action-value function Q with random weights Θ
Initialize the target action-value function Q’ with weights Θ’ = Θ
for episode = 1, M do

Receive initial observation state of RL environment s1
for t = 1, T do

Following the ∈-greedy policy, select a random action at with
probability ∈
otherwise, using greedy policy select at = argmaxaQ(st ,a|θ)
Apply action at, observe reward rt, and new state st+1
Store the transition (st ,at ,rt ,st+1) in replay memory D
sample a random mini-batch of N transitions (si,ai,ri,si+1) from D
Set

yi =

{
ri if episode terminates at step i+1
ri + γmaxa′Q′(si+1,a′|θ ′) otherwise

Perform a gradient descent step on yi−Q(si,ai))
2 with respect to Θ

For every C steps reset θ ′ = θ

end
end





Chapter 4

An RL-based Prototype for LTE
Base Station Power Optimization

In this chapter, we present the experiments carried out in this thesis in detail. In
particular, we present the hardware used, the RL-environment, the RL-agent,
the communication between RL-environment and RL-agent, and the reward
function that is used to solve the research question.

4.1 Hardware and Software Tools
To deploy the testbed, we use two Intel® Xeon® Processor E5 from v4 Family
processor servers because they provide on-chip Running Average Power Limit
(RAPL) power performance counters. Refer Figure ?? for the specification
of each of the Intel’s server. In one of the servers, we deploy the eNB base
station, which is also the RL-environment. In the other server, we deploy the
core network, the Evolved Packet Core (EPC), and the user equipment that
communicates with the eNB base station. As the motive of this thesis is to
optimize the power in the eNB base station, we do not want the power of the
eNB base station to be affected by the power consumption of the operation
of the EPC and the user equipment. Hence, we isolate the deployment of the
EPC and the user equipment from the eNB base station. We implement the
RL-agent also inside the server in which the eNB base station is deployed.
Pictorial representation of the explained software architecture is presented in
Figure 4.2 below. In Figure 4.2, IPTrx is the TCP-IP network through which the
communication signals S1 and Uu are transmitted for communication between
eNB base station and EPC, as well as UE and eNB base station, respectively.
Refer Section 2.1 to understand the LTE network architecture we use in this
deployment. All the experimentation of this thesis is carried out on the systems
that are running on Ubuntu 16.04.3 LTS xenial version. We use the MSR module
that allows access to the Model Specific Registers (MSR) to set RAPL power
limits and read energy consumption. According to Intel’s documentation, the

35
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thermal design power (TDP) for processors used in this experimentation is 120
Watts. TDP is the maximum amount of heat generated by the processor that the
cooling system in a computer is designed to dissipate under any workload.

While developing the RL-agent, the design includes different steps like data
pre-processing, RL-model selection, training, testing, and evaluation. For all
these steps, we use Python 3.7.3 with the support of several external libraries.
For storing, manipulation, and analysis of the data, we use Pandas 0.24.2 and
Numpy 1.16.2. To code the RL-agent and the Q-learning algorithm, we use
TensorFlow 1.14.0. For visualization of the results and different graphs, we use
Matplotlib 3.0.3. All the coding for the RL agent is done in the Jupyter iPython
notebook for its ease of use and availability to split the code into smaller cells to
build the overall execution progressively. Hence, we do not need to recompute
all the routines from the beginning of each execution. Also, we use LTTng
2.10.6 - KeKriek to collect the traces from the eNB base station, which provides
the RL-environment in this thesis. These traces are used for extracting the state
variables that represent the RL-environment.

Figure 4.1: Processor Specification of the Hardware.

4.2 RL Environment: LTE Communication Infra-
structure

We use a fully 3GPP-compliant LTE base station emulator of Ericsson’s
eNB base station for this experimentation. The entire LTE communication
infrastructure consists of Evolved Packet Core (EPC), the eNB base station,
and User Equipment. As explained above, the eNB base station is deployed
in one of the servers, and UE and EPC are deployed on the other server. This
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Figure 4.2: Software Architecture of the Testbed Used in this Work.

is done because we do not want the power values of the eNB base station to
be affected by the power of operation of EPC and UE. It should be noted that
even though the eNB base station is a 3GPP-compliant model, several practical
limitations refrain us from modeling the LTE communication infrastructure as a
real system. The Ericsson’s eNB base station can emulate a radio cellular system
with 1 cell and 8 users, where the users in the communication infrastructure
are placed randomly inside the cell. The communication and signal processing
happens inside the cell with a sampling rate of 15.36 MHz. The eNB base station
emulator implements a Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) transmission scheme
in band-1 with uplink communication at 1.95 GHz frequency and downlink
communication at 2.14 GHz frequency. The bandwidth is 5 MHz. The eNB
base station and UEs both use a single antenna for communication.

The maximum distance between each of the UEs and eNB base station
is no more than 500 meters. The simulated UEs have also the ability to
move at a speed of 50 km/h. In the simulated cellular network, the signal
transmission channel between the UE and the eNB base station is Additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) with noise power spectral density of -174 dBm/Hz.
We are using LTE standard ”UE-category 4” UEs for experimentation in this
thesis work. LTE defines different performance specifications to different
UE-category. With the knowledge of the UE category, the eNB base station
can effectively communicate with the UEs as they will be well aware of the
performance levels.

4.3 RL-Agent for Power Optimization
In this thesis, we learn a dynamic and robust power optimization policy using
Reinforcement Learning. The designed optimization algorithm has the ability
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to observe, learn, and adapt to the different traffic patterns and dynamically tune
the power consumption while maintaining the throughput of users. Different
classes of Reinforcement Learning algorithms exist in the literature, but we
work with the most popular, Q-learning. The RL-agent designed using the
Q-learning algorithm, described in this section, learns to optimize the power
by trial-and-error interaction within the RL-environment that is explained in
the previous Section 4.2. In Q learning, we maintain a Q table that stores our
estimate of the reward we’ll get on performing different actions at each state.
Thus we have a table of size Ns x Na, where Ns and Na are the number of states
and number of actions respectively. To use this Q table approach, we should
define the action and state space.

In the following, our choices of states, actions, and motivation behind our
designed reward function are explained. A pictorial representation of the RL-
model in the context of our thesis is presented in Figure 4.3 below.

Figure 4.3: Deep Reinforcement Learning Model for Power Optimization

4.3.1 State Space
The RL-environment in this thesis is a cellular network. Several variables can be
used from the Ericsson’s eNB base station to represent the state space. Examples
are the number of cells the eNB base station can serve, the frequency reuse
factor, the type of the traffic the eNB base station is serving, the number of
UEs in each cell, the distance, altitude, and speed of different UEs in the cells.
Further, we can also use QoS information available at the eNB base station, for
instance, throughput delivered to all the users served by the eNB base station,
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average latency experienced by the users, and many other measurements of QoS.
Based on the problem at hand, we select the state space of 10 variables from 4
different layers of the LTE eNB base station. These 10 variables represent the
variables per base station. The state space is of 10 dimensions, which are as
below:

S10x1 = [“Transport Block Size”, “Number of Physical Resource Blocks”,
“Channel Quality Indicator”, “Average Latency”, “Average SINR”, “PUSCH
New Transmission Request”, “PUSCH New Resource Blocks Request”, “PUSCH
New Transmission Requests Allocated”, “PUSCH New Resource Blocks Allocated”,
“PUCCH HARQ Requests”]T

The motivation for including these variables in state space is explained
below:

• Transport Block Size, Number of Physical Resource Blocks, and
Channel Quality Indicator: These are essential to estimate the user
throughput and are retrieved from the RLC and MAC layers of the eNB
base station. In LTE, the available spectrum bandwidth is divided into
physical resource blocks. The larger the value of the physical resource
blocks, the larger the throughput. UE measures radio channel quality and
sends channel quality indicator (CQI) to the eNB base station. In response
to the received CQI, the eNB base station selects the modulation and
coding scheme (MCS). Larger the value of the MCS scheme, the larger
number of bits transmitted per TTI. Finally, a suitable transport block size
is selected for the corresponding selected MCS. Therefore, these variables
are essential for the RL-agent to estimate the throughput of the users to
learn which action values to take while optimizing the power.

• Average Latency and Average SINR: A metric from the PDCP layer
that represents the queue size is used in this work to represent the average
latency in the cell. The large queue size indicates that the average latency
with which the users in the cell are served is high, which is not a desirable
QoS we expect from our eNB base station. Also, SINR represents the
quality of the signal received at the user.

• PUSCH New Transmission Request, PUSCH New Resource Blocks
Request, PUSCH New Transmission Requests Allocated, and PUSCH
New Resource Blocks Allocated: New transmitted requests in PUSCH
and resource block requests for newly connected users in PUSCH convey
the information related to new connections and their demand for resources.
On the other hand, PUSCH new transmission requests allocated and
PUSCH resource blocks allocated convey how many of those new
requests are being served. These metrics are especially important if the
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eNB base station is serving a traffic pattern in which the UEs connect to
and disconnect to the eNB base station. The number of requests are high
and if the allocated resources are less, then some of the newly requesting
UEs are not being served.

• PUCCH HARQ requests: PUCCH HARQ requests report if the transmitted
data is received correctly at the users side.

The above 10 state variables that represent the cellular network’s state are
presented to the RL algorithm to determine the action.

4.3.2 Actions
We are using the RAPL interface to set the power limits on the hardware where
the eNB base station is deployed. As already mentioned in Section 4.1, the
thermal power dissipation of the processor we use is 120 Watts. That is, it is not
recommended to set the power of the processor on which eNB base station is
deployed above 120 Watts. During experimentation, we notice that the operation
of eNB base station completely stops if we set power lower than 20 Watts.
So, we decide to perform our experimentation in between 30 Watts and 120
Watts. RAPL can set any decimal value as a power limit on the hardware,
that is it has a continuous space. To explore the action spaces with sufficient
granularity, power values between 30 and 120 Watts with an interval of 10
Watts is used as the action space in our thesis work. Therefore, our action space
has discretized power values as required by DQN algorithm, as explained in
background Section 3.1, which are of shape A10 with values defined as:

A10x1 = [30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100,110,120]TWatts

The normalized values of the above power levels that are used throughout
this thesis is as below:

A10x1 = [0,0.11,0.22,0.33,0.44,0.56,0.66,0.77,0.88,1]T

4.3.3 Reward Function
Designing a reward function for solving the problem at hand is very important
in RL, in the sense that the designed reward function must reward the agent to
achieve the end goal in the right way. To solve the research question explained
in Section 1.2 we have designed a Utility Function. According to Christos et.
al. [41], a utility is characterised as:
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“Utilities are numerical representations of our tastes and preferences. Even
if the consequences of our actions are not directly known to us, we assume that
we act to maximise our utility, in some sense.”

Further, he defines utility function as below:

“A function U: R −→ R is said to agree with the preference relation �, if
for all the rewards a, b ∈R: a � b iff U(a) ≥ U(b)

where � is we prefer at least as much as ”

The goal of the reward function is to maximize the total amount of rewards
that are generated from the RL environment while performing the state-action
pair. Hence, we choose a utility function as a reward function.

We want our utility function to decrease as power values, applied as the
action to the RL-environment, increase. Additionally, we also want our utility
function to increase as the average throughput of all the users in the cell increase.
We designed a utility function keeping these preferences as the main focus. It
is depicted in the Figure 4.4. In the below shown utility function, all the power
values we used in the RL experiment are normalized and presented on the X-
axis. Further, the throughout values that we receive from the eNB base station
are presented on the Y-axis with 0 representing the minimum throughput value
and 1 representing the maximum throughput value from the eNB base station.

Figure 4.4: Utility function to use as a reward function for our RL-agent

The utility function on the z-axis is taken from the equation that is presented
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below. The values of α and β represent the weights given to throughput and
power values. After experimentation through exhaustive search, the values of
α and β are selected to be 0.6 and 0.2 respectively to get the desired behavior.
The value 0.3 is chosen to avoid division by value 0. The equation below is
chosen to represent our reward function because it satisfies our expectation of
maximizing the throughput while optimizing the power.

Utility(T hroughput,Power) = α ∗T hroughput0.5 +
β

0.3+Power2

The designed utility function outputs the reward as shown in the Table 4.1
for different values of throughput and power values. The power values from
20 Watts to 110 Watts are normalized to values between 0 and 1, where 0
corresponds to 20 Watts and 1 corresponds to 110 Watts. Similarly, throughput
values are also normalized to values between 0 and 1, where 0 corresponds to
lowest throughput and 1 corresponds to highest throughput. Using the designed
utility function, if the power is high and the throughput is low, the reward
function outputs a reward of 0.15, which is the lowest reward value. It implies
that this particular behavior is not expected from out RL-agent. On the other
hand, when the power is low and the throughput is high, the reward function
outputs a reward of 1.26, which is the highest reward value.

Table 4.1: Reward values received by the RL-agent in different scenarios
Values Low Power High Power

Low Throughput 0.66 0.15
High Throughput 1.26 0.75

4.4 Implementing the RL-model on the Testbed
We used LTTng tracing in live mode to capture the state space values from
the RL-environment, as explained in the Section 2.2. The captured state space
values are given to the RL-agent for further processing, which is explained in the
Section 4.5 below. From Figure 3.1, we can observe that after applying an action
a, in a state st, the system changes to state st+1 and outputs a reward rt+1. The
RL-agent processes the received information and again applies another action
a. The time interval between each of these actions is selected to be 1 second,
selected according to the experimentation in [17]. According to experimentation
of Zhang and Hoffmann [17], after a power value is changed through RAPL, it
has the settling time of less than 0.5 seconds on an average. After RAPL power
value is settled, we wait an additional 0.5 seconds for the state variables to settle.
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Figure 4.5, which is inspired and redrawn from [17], we can depict that settling
time is the time taken by the system to reach the applied power limit accurately
after we changed the power through RAPL.

Figure 4.5: SISO properties as explained by Zhang et. al [17]

Hence, the time duration between two consecutive actions is set as 1 second.
However, during this 1 second, LTTng outputs a huge number of events. Since
we are using Online learning for our RL-model, using one of the events and
discarding the other means that losing some part of the state space. The events
of traces observed in between two consecutive actions are all part of the same
pattern or same action group. The events that belong to the same data pattern
are all zero centered and normalized to keep all the trace values independent of
the units, as shown below. We average the data obtained from the normalized
data and give it as an input to the DQN model in the online fashion.
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σB
2 is standard deviation evaluated across all the observations

mB is the number of instances in a batch
x̂(i) zero-centered and normalized format of the whole data

4.5 Model of Learning Method
As mentioned in Section 4.3, the Q-table is of size Ns x Na, where Ns and
Na are the number of states and the number of actions, respectively. Our
actions involve controlling the power level of the RL-environment, thus we
can discretize them into a finite number of levels. The state space involves
features that are continuous variables. Storing lists of all states with the correct
action or value becomes very difficult and hard to maintain. This is because
of the quick growth in state-action space growth and the required number of
data samples becomes prohibitively large. One approach is discretizing the
continuous state space. This can be done by data binning or bucketing. The
features that are continuous in nature can be placed in a small interval, a bin
and are replaced by a value representative of that interval. This is also called
quantization. However, data processing through this approach might lose its
originality. By originality we mean, for example, if we bin the data between 10
and 20 to a value 15, the end values of the bin 10 and 20 are represented as 15.
And therefore, the values learned by this approach may not represent the true
result. Furthermore, quantization through this approach increases the size of
Ns increase exponentially. For instance, if we quantize each of the 10 features
into 4 bins, the total number of discrete states will be 410. As the continuous
variables and bin size increase, the Q-table becomes hard to maintain.

A more powerful approach to tackle the problem of continuous state space
is employing function approximators in combination with Q-learning. By using
function approximators in combination with Q-learning, we can accelerate the
speed of learning and also possibly generalize the Q-learning to previously
unseen data. In this thesis, we represent the Q-function via neural networks.
The combination of neural networks with reinforcement learning is called
deep reinforcement learning. In particular, a neural network with Q-learning
is called Deep Q-network (DQN). By using neural networks as function
approximators, we are not guaranteed to find the optimal policy. Instead, we
find an approximation of that policy that is good enough for our purpose. By
employing neural networks with Q-learning, the implemented neural network
takes states s as input and learns the function approximation parameters Θ, that
is q̂(s, a, Θ) written as Q(s,a).
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4.6 Training the RL-Agent
The training data used for the RL-model is generated from the scenarios of
the cellular network explained in Section 4.2. The batch normalized data
representing the state is given to the DQN model every 1 second. DQN model
processes this data and sends an action to the cellular network. This process
is repeated until the RL-model converges to a policy that maximizes the utility
function. We are using the ε-greedy policy to explore the state space of the
cellular network to accumulate the knowledge about the previously unseen state-
action space and exploit the accumulated knowledge so far. In our work, we
implement an adaptive ε-greedy policy where the value of ε changes over time.
In particular, after applying an action, the RL-agent takes a random action
with probability ε and a policy action (greedy policy that considers that the
action leading to the maximum return is the one giving the highest reward
in the current state) with probability 1-ε . The initial value of ε is set to 1,
εinitial = 1, that is purely random action. After every iteration, ε is updated as
εupdated = ε − ε

iteration . The algorithm is explained in Algorithm 3 below. We
choose to implement ε- greedy this way because, initially the RL-agent explores
the RL-environment by uniform random actions and after a certain amount of
time, the RL-agent has a good knowledge about the RL-environment. Then
there is no real need to continue exploring, and ε can be gradually reduced so
that RL-agent can exploit the knowledge it has accumulated so far.

Algorithm 3 Adaptive epsilon - greedy implementation
ε = 1
for iterations = M, 1 do

εdelta = 1/iteration

with probability ε : choose an action at random
with probability 1− ε : a = argmax

a
Q(s,a)

if epsilon > 0 then
ε = ε− εdelta

end
end

The hyperparameters for the ANN function approximator are chosen based
on the available data. The number of neurons in the input layer consists of 10
neurons, each neuron respresenting a feature in the state space. The output layer
has 10 neurons, corresponding to the estimated Q-value for each each action.
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The number of neurons in all the hidden layers are same and selected to be
20, which is 2x the input layer neurons, according to Andrew Ng [42]. We use
Rectified linear unit (ReLU) as the activation function because its non-saturating
nature helps the neural network to overcome the vanishing gradients problem
in artificial neural networks. All the weights are initialized to random values
between -0.2 and +0.2, which is not a hard requirement but was consistent with
our implementation. The inputs to the each of the neurons of the input layer are
zero-centered and normalized in order to overcome the differences in the scales
across input variables. We used Mean Squared Error as the loss function (also
called as cost function) and then update the weights using the Adam Optimizer
with learning rate of 0.015.

γ in the Q-function, explained in Section 3.1.5 is called discount factor and
is selected as γ = 0.8. A discount factor of γ = 0 means that the RL-agent
is interested in immediate rewards, which means the algorithm never learn.
A value closer to 1 means that the RL-agent prioritise rewards in the distant
future. Our RL-environment is a cellular network, meaning that the users inside
the network may move from the network or channel conditions may change.
Balancing the RL-agent and RL-environment, γ is selected to be 0.8. The
summary of the hyperparameters is presented in a Table 4.2 below.

Table 4.2: Hyperparameters used for designing the DQN
Hyperparameter Value

Number of neurons in input layer 10
Number of neurons in output layer 10
Number of neurons in hidden layer 20

Activation Function ReLU
Weight Initialization Randomly between -0.2 and +0.2

Loss Function (Cost function) MSE
Learning rate for Adam optimizer 0.015

Time interval between successive actions 1 sec.
ε−greedy adaptive

γ 0.8

All the hyperparameters used for designing the DQN are selected based
on the available dataset. However, we can not determine number of hidden
layers required for the ANN based on the available data. We performed an
experimentation using full-buffered traffic pattern, explained in Section 5.1, to
determine the number of hidden layers required. In each training iteration, we
input a batch size of 5. As we are training the ANN in online fashion, each
iteration takes 1 second. We trained the ANN for 10 minutes, that is for 600
iterations. With a batch size of 5 and 600 iterations, the sample size of the
dataset used for training is 3000. The number of hidden layers found using the
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Figure 4.6: Plots showing the normalized power values used by DQN with
different hidden layers.

full-buffered traffic pattern is used for all the traffic patterns. It should be noted
that the tests performed to find the number of hidden layers can be seen as a
validation set, only to determine the number of hidden layers hyperparameter.
In particular, we tested our DQN by varying the number of hidden layers in the
model from no hidden layers to 3 hidden layers. The plots presented in Figure
4.6 shows that when there is no hidden layer or only 1 hidden layer, the DQN
RL-agent do not converge for the entire duration of training, that is for 600
iterations. Also, we find that when the number of hidden layers are either 2 or 3,
the RL-agent prefers to chose certain power values after 380 iterations. Further,
we also find that there is not much change in the actions chosen by RL-agent
when number of hidden layers are 2 or 3. Hence, we have selected 2 hidden
layers as our hyperparameter for our DQN.

The neural network structure of the DQN for power optimization after all
the hyperparameters are chosen is presented in the Figure 4.7 below.
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Figure 4.7: The architecture of the neural network used in power optimization.



Chapter 5

Experimental Evalution

The previous chapter presented the LTE testbed we used and the scenarios used
in the RL-model for power optimization. It also presented the implementation
of the RL-model on the testbed and the training of the RL-model. In this chapter,
a detailed explanation of the simulated traffic patterns on the testbed and how
we used them for testing on the implemented RL-model is presented. We also
present the measurement results of this thesis.

5.1 Traffic Patterns Used to Test the RL-agent
This section presents the traffic patterns we generate for testing the RL-agent
we designed. In particular, we use full-buffered traffic, finite-buffer traffic, and
assimilated traffic patterns for testing our RL-model. A full description of how
we simulate these traffic patterns is given below:

• Full-buffer traffic: In the full-buffered traffic model, the buffers of the
users’ data flow inside the cell always have an unlimited amount of data to
transmit to the eNB base station. For the entire period of the simulation,
the transmission of the data payloads of different UEs inside the cell never
finishes. Further, the number of UEs connected to the eNB base station
for the entire duration of the simulation is always constant, that is there is
no new UE arrival in the cell.

• Bursty traffic: In bursty traffic, the base station can see a burst of high
traffic at random instances. This is simulated by having all UEs inside the
cell request UDP data from the eNB base station at an average of 1 MB
per second. From among the UEs inside the cell, one UE is selected
in at random. The selected UE requests 5MB of UDP data from the
eNB base station for a duration of 1 second. Such high traffic requests
are generated 50 times at uniform randomly selected times in the entire
simulation period.

49
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• Assimilated traffic pattern: In an assimilated traffic pattern, we simulate
the traffic pattern that resembles the UEs arrival and withdrawal in the
form of a triangular wave. In particular, we simulate it as below:

– 2 UEs are connected every second until 10 seconds.

– After 10 seconds, 2 UEs are disconnected every second until all the
UEs inside the cell are disconnected.

– When a UE is connected to the eNB base station, it performs HTTP
transfer and pings.

– This entire pattern will last for 20 seconds and then repeats.

The above said traffic pattern scenario creates a UE arrival and withdrawal
pattern in the cellular network as shown in the Figure 5.1 below.

Figure 5.1: UE arrival and withdrawal pattern in the assimilated traffic pattern

5.2 Experimental Data Evaluation and Analysis
Once the DQN model is selected, we test the model using the traffic patterns
generated in Section 5.1. The performance of our DQN model is compared
against two baseline models. Baseline model 1 is the fixed power allocation
model, which is the real-life status quo. Baseline model 2 is a conventional
rule-based power optimization model. In the conventional rule-based power
optimization model, the base station switches its power or operate at lower
power levels depending on the amount of incoming traffic. Baseline model 2,
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in our implementation, detects the amount of load and decreases the eNB base
station’s power as described below:

Rule-Based Power levels =


0.33 if throughput < 0.5
0.56 if 0.5 < throughput < 0.75
1 if throughput > 0.75

In our rule-based power model, if the eNB base station detects users’
normalized throughput is less than 0.5, the CPU power is switched to 0.33,
equivalent to 60 Watts. Further, if the eNB base station detects that the users’
normalized throughput is between 0.5 and 0.75, it switches the power to 0.56 (80
Watts). Finally, if the users’ normalized throughput is above 0.75, the eNB base
station’s CPU power is switched to full power (120 Watts). Initially, we chose
all the ten power levels of the RL-model for the rule-based model. However, as
the traffic patterns are time-varying in nature, the ten power levels of the eNB
base station was switching continuously. Because of this continuous switching,
LTTng could not output traces for some duration in the simulation. So, we
manually applied each of the ten power values at a time on the processor and
examined the throughput values of the eNB base station. Finally, we select three
power levels that give us the best throughput during the simulations.

It is already mentioned in Section 4.1 that we use the Intel processor for
deploying the wireless cellular network and RL-agent. Intel also implements its
power optimization algorithm on the processor. It should be noted that the RL,
maximum power, and rule-based power optimization algorithm runs on top of
Intel’s power optimization algorithm.

To find the throughput received by different users inside the cell, we
determine a Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the throughput of all the
UEs. We compare the CDF plot of the throughput of the DQN model against
the CDF plot of the throughput of both the baseline models. We benchmark
the 5th percentile and 50th percentile points on the CDF plot. In wireless
communication 5th percentile of throughput on CDF plot is associated with the
performance of cell-edge users. (50th percentile of throughput on the CDF plot
is associated with the median throughput received by the users in the cell.

5.3 Results
In this section, we present the results of this thesis on the traffic patterns
generated in the previous Section 5.1. The data used for tests performed in
this section are generated from the bursty traffic pattern and assimilated traffic.
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(a) Reward value received by RL-agent at each
iteration

(b) Power Value applied by RL-agent at each
iteration

(c) CDF plot of the throughput

Figure 5.2: Plots showing the results for bursty traffic pattern

Results for Bursty Traffic
Figure 5.2 presents the results of the RL-model when tested on the bursty traffic
pattern. Figure 5.2(a) depicts the reward the RL-agent receives at each iteration.
From the figure, we notice that during the exploration stage the reward has high
variance and finally after exploring the RL-environment, during the exploitation,
the variance of the reward value received at each of the iteration is decreased.
Figure 5.2(b) presents the plot showing the power values or the action values
applied by the RL-agent at every iteration. From the figure, we can notice that
the RL-model variance decrease after 380 iterations. Also, after 380 iterations
the RL-agent applies power values in between normalized power of 0.66 and
0.77, which is equivalent to 90 Watts and 100 Watts. Figure 5.2(c) represents
the CDF plot of throughput for all the UEs for the maximum power of 120
Watts (baseline model 1), the rule-based power model (baseline model 2), and
the RL-model.

The power distribution of the RL-model, the maximum power model, and
the rule-based power model is presented in Figure 5.3. Table 5.1 contains the
summary of the simulation results of the bursty traffic pattern for the RL-model
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over baseline models. From Figure 5.2(c), we can notice that cell edge users’
throughput corresponding to 5% point on CDF plot, has an impact of throughput
loss of -94.4% when compared to maximum power model and throughout gain
of 2% when compared to rule-based power model. A loss of throughput for
the cell-edge user is expected as the RL-agent while exploring the environment
applied power level between 30 Watts and 60 Watts, where the performance of
the eNB base station is expected to be low. When it comes to 50% point on
the CDF plot, indicating median throughput users inside the cell, the RL-model
has a throughput loss of 3.4% compared to the maximum power model and
a throughput gain of 176.2% when compared to the rule-based power model.
These results are achieved at a power-saving of 33% when compared to the
maximum power model and 18.5% when compared to the rule-based power
model.

Figure 5.3: Power distribution of RL-model, maximum power model, and rule-
based power model for bursty traffic pattern

Table 5.1: Simulation results of the RL-model and the baseline models for
Bursty traffic

Bursty Rule RL Maximum

5%-tile throughout (bps) 300 900 1769
50%-tile (median) throughput (bps) 2100 5800 6004
Power consumption (normalized) 494.6 402.03 600

Results for Assimilated Traffic
Figure 5.4 presents the results of the RL-model when tested on the assimilated
traffic pattern. Figure 5.4(a) depicts the reward the RL-agent receives at each
iteration. From the figure, we notice that during the exploration stage the reward
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(a) Reward value received by RL-agent at each
iteration

(b) Power Value applied by RL-agent at each
iteration

0
(c) CDF Plot of the Throughput

Figure 5.4: Plots showing the results for Assimilated traffic pattern

has high variance and finally after exploring the RL-environment, during the
exploitation, the variance of the reward value received at each of the iteration
is decreased. Figure 5.4(b) presents the plot showing the power values or the
action values applied by the RL-agent at every iteration. From the figure, we
can notice that the RL-model variance decreased after 420 iterations. Also, after
420 iterations the RL-agent applies power values in between normalized power
of 0.56 and 0.66, which is equivalent to 80 Watts and 90 Watts. Figure 5.4(c)
represents the CDF plot of throughput for all the UEs for the maximum power
of 120 Watts (baseline model 1), the rule-based power model (baseline model
2), and the RL-model.

The power distribution of the RL-model, the maximum power model, and
the rule-based power model is presented in Figure 5.5 below. Table 5.2 contains
the summary of the simulation results of the assimilated traffic for the RL-
model when compared to baseline models. The performance of the RL-model
is degraded by 34% when compared with the maximum power model for cell-
edge users. However, the RL-model performed much better than the rule-based
power model, where the cell-edge users have a throughput gain of 72.3%. When
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it comes to users with median throughput in the cell, the RL-model has a
performance loss of 6% over the maximum power model and a very high margin
gain of 97.1% when compared to rule-based power model. The power saved by
RL-model in the assimilated traffic is 37.6% when compared to the maximum
power model and 16.8% when compared to the rule-based power model.

Figure 5.5: Power distribution of RL-model, maximum power model, and rule-
based power model for assimilated traffic pattern

Table 5.2: Simulation results of the RL-model and the baseline models for
Assimilated traffic

Assimilated Rule RL Maximum

5%-tile throughput (bps) 2293 3950 5900
50%-tile (median) throughput (bps) 3000 5917 6284
Power consumption (normalized) 450.58 374.71 600

Results for Mixed Traffic Pattern
In a mixed traffic pattern, we use all the three traffic patterns mentioned in this
thesis for the simulation of the traffic. In this simulation, we compare the power
saved v/s total data transmitted from the eNB base station to UE of the RL-
model with the baseline models. While performing this experimentation, we
didn’t record the power values and reward values of RL-agent at each iteration,
but the method is the same as presented above.

We simulate the mixed traffic pattern for a duration of 30 minutes. In thirty
minutes, we run each of the three traffic patterns consecutively one after the
other in a uniformly random manner for 10 seconds. We test the mixed traffic
pattern on our RL-agent solution and baseline models. The results of the RL-
model, when compared with baseline models, are presented in Figure 5.6. The
results suggest that the RL-model achieves 28.7% of power saving with loss
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of 8.1% in data transmission when compared with maximum power model and
22.9% power saving with a gain of 37% in data transmission when compared
with rule-based power model.

Figure 5.6: Plot showing the total bytes sent vs power saved for a period of 30
minutes

5.4 Discussion
Based on the results, the power saving v/s throughput improvement of the RL-
model is dependent on the traffic pattern of the eNB base station. The RL-
model, when compared with the maximum power model, achieves a significant
improvement in power saving at the cost of some degradation on the throughput
of cell edge users for bursty traffic and assimilated traffic. However, the impact
on median throughput users is little. The effect on the users’ throughput
is expected, considering the maximum power model enables a maximum
operation power of the eNB base station hardware, which also explains the
high power saving. We also compare the RL-model against the rule-based
model, where power saving is significantly improved for both bursty traffic and
assimilated traffic. Additionally, the throughput gain of both cell-edge users and
median-throughput users also increased. The improved performance of the RL-
model against the rule-based model in both power consumption and throughput
suggests that the rule-based model cannot learn the traffic pattern. This effects
in consumption of high power for the low load on the eNB base station and
applying low power when the load on the eNB base station high, which affects
users’ throughput.

We also tested the RL-model on mixed traffic to examine the power saved v/s
amount of data transmitted. From the results, we find that the RL-model saves
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approximately 30% of CPU power when compared with both the maximum
power model and the rule-based model. We also find that RL-models transmit
8.1% less data when compared with the maximum power model and transmits
37% more data when compared with the rule-based power model.

As we mentioned in Chapter 1, for green ICT, reduction of power consumption
becomes more critical, especially for eNB base stations, which represent a share
of 80% of the total power in the cellular network. In this thesis, we worked on
reducing the CPU power, which is a part of the total power consumption of the
eNB base station. With more than 5 million eNB base stations deployed across
the world, CPU power saving in the range of 33% to 35% makes a significant
impact in reducing the effect of ICT on the environment.

From this thesis, it is worth discussing two important things. First, the results
we got are directly related to the designed reward function. For instance, by
designing a reward function considering some extra parameters, both the system
and the eNB base station, other than just power and throughput, we can probably
achieve the performance of the RL-model similar to that of the maximum power
model. Second, we only changed the power values on the processor using the
RAPL interface, but we didn’t measure the consumed power. According to Intel
[16], the power limits set by RAPL match with actual power measurements.

by designing a reward function considering some extra parameters other than
just power and throughput





Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, we summarize the work done and conclude the thesis project.
We will also mention some ideas that can be further investigated. Finally, we
present the personal experiences about this project.

6.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, we considered the problem of growing power consumption in
the eNB base station for cellular networks by employing deep reinforcement
learning. In particular, we implemented an RL based power optimization
solution that adapts the power of the hardware to the dynamic conditions of the
traffic pattern. We designed a framework for online learning as reinforcement
learning using RAPL for controlling the power of Intel processor and LTTng for
communication between RL-agent and RL-environment. Further, we presented
a detailed method of pre-processing the data from the cellular network. We also
designed the state space, action space, and reward function. Finally, we analysed
the RL-agent model against a maximum power model and a rule based model
when tested on bursty and assimilated traffic.

While we conclude the thesis, we want to answer the research questions that
are presented in Section 1.2. From our experimentation and results, we can
say that it is possible to use an RL-agent inside a complex system like eNB
base station and dynamically tune its CPU power usage depending on the eNB
base station’s traffic pattern. We used the DQN algorithm for RL-agent and
find that cell-edge users are mostly effected by using the RL power model when
compared with the maximum power model. However, the RL-agent performs
better than the rule-based model with respect to the cell-edge users and the
median throughput users. It is important to note that the results we got are
based on the state space, action space, and reward function we designed.
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6.2 Future work
Though the results of our RL-agent are satisfactory, the current research has
certain limitations and the research in this work can be extended in many ways,
the details of which are presented in this section. We first list the limitations and
then try to present the future directions to solve them.

Limitations:
• The RL-environment in this thesis has only one cell with a limited number

of users. Further, the traffic patters we used for testing the RL-agent are
simple in nature.

• One problem with our RL-agent or reward function is that some of the
users inside the cell are significantly affected while saving power.

• From Figure 5.2(a) and 5.4(a), we can find that the variance in the reward
values of the RL-agent at the initial iterations of training is very high. This
increases the training time for designed RL model.

Future Directions:
• The current research can be extended to further investigate the methods

proposed in this thesis on an RL-environment with more number of cells,
a higher number of users, and more realistic traffic models.

• The users inside the cell can be served without any performance degradation
or performance equivalent to that of maximum performance model is
by designing more robust reward function as discussed in Section 5.4,
advanced deep RL algorithms, and applying the recent developments in
RL learning and algorithms.

• One potential solution to decrease the variance in the reward values of
the RL-agent in the initial iterations of training is by employing better
initialization strategies in ANN. This can be done by first training the
ANN with general or normal traffic patterns of eNB base station and
initializing the ANN always using these parameters.

• An interesting future direction is to investigate the multi-agent aspects of
the learning framework when two or more eNB base stations are deployed
on more than one hardware.
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6.3 Personal Experience
The following personal experiences can be learned from this thesis:

• It is very important to find good hyperparameters of the ANN and DQN
algorithm through validation

We need to find many hyperparameters while implementing the DQN
algorithm. It is important to evaluate the designed model for every
hyperparameter of ANN and DQN through validation data. Any error
in any of the hyperparameters leads to sub-optimal performance of the
RL-model. The errors result in either a slower convergence of RL-model
or learned policy that does not behave as expected.

• RL-environment must be stable enough to produce the data continuously
for applying Online learning

In RL, the inputs to RL-agent are given in an online fashion. Most of the
time, online learning algorithms take time to learn about the environment.
After this exploration, the RL-agent can exploit the knowledge it has
learned. For complex systems like eNB base station, the RL-agent may
take much longer time to learn the environment. It is, therefore, very
important that the RL-environment is stable enough to produce the data
without errors continuously for an optimal solution.

• It is important to carefully design state space, action space, and reward
function

In a complex system like the eNB base station, there are many variables
that it could provide as an input to RL-agent. However, it is important
to recognize and determine the essential variables to solve the problem.
Strategically selecting a limited number of features reduces the training
time. It is also important to choose the action space with sufficient
granularity to ensure the maximum performance of RL-agent. Finally,
it is very important to design a reward function in such a way that our
problem at hand can be solved.
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